Abstract. During cryotherapy, it is extremely useful for the interventionalists to have available intra-operatively a 3D iceball visualization, to ensure the effectiveness and safety of the procedure. Additionally, it highly beneficial to provide the interventionalists with a best estimate of how the iceball will grow in the future, and an estimate of the extent to which the target region and the tissues around it will be ablated. In this study, we introduce a newly developed control system for cryotherapy using a novel approach for the real-time/futurepredicted assessments of the treatment. The system has been validated using results from cryotherapy experiments.
Introduction
Cryotherapy (cryocautery, cryosurgery, cryoconization) is the treatment destroying tissue cell by freezing its water component. Cryoprobes containing low temperature circulating liquid are placed in contact with or inside the lesion to be frozen percutaneously. Iceball is created around the tip of the probes and do damage to the tissues. It is percutaneous or interstitials treatment and relatively safe to heat ablation such as laser, RF, so Cryotherapy is very valuable procedure in Minimally Invasive Surgery field. [1, 2] But Cryotherapy often suffers from visualization problems in treating internal tumors unless performed under intra-operative image guidance and monitoring due to its less invasiveness [3] . Non-invasive radiological imaging is useful to evaluate soft tissue properties pre-operatively and to monitor changes during surgery. Notably, cryotherapy is interstitial / percutaneous and iceballs are not visible, these imaging technologies are helpful.
In our institutes, we perform Cryo procedure under interventional MR monitoring system. High quality MR images produce rich information of iceball and its surroundings. But there still be some limitation to use only 2D MR images for monitoring and controlling. At first, it is difficult to detect the accurate iceball shape and visualize in 3D. Secondly, the problem is the inability to estimate the size and geometry of iceball. It is very important to know what will occur for controlling treatments carefully. However it is difficult to predict the future iceballs because radiation absorption and heating is not uniform spatially due to tissue heterogeneity, blood flow, tissue perfusion, etc.
In this paper, we introduce a novel control system for MR-guided cryotherapy. Previously we developed and evaluated a predictive method for estimating the extent and effectiveness of thermal therapies using 2D optical flow [4] . In this study, we expand the method an implement various newly developed modules for 3D visualization, iceball detection and prediction. We also developed several modules for intra-operative assessments for cryotherapy. These modules provide surgeons rich and important information to assess the treatment in real time or predictively. System evaluation and validation was performed using animal cryotherapy experiments data.
Method

Automatic Iceball Segmentation
The most important module for the control system for cryotherapy is iceball segmentation. It is the base of the software to monitor and validate the thermal effect.
Therapy region on thermal treatment shows tissue intensity changes from light gray (high intensity) to dark gray (low intensity) and finally to black (MR signal void) in MR imaging. Experimental work has shown that within the range of temperatures 37°C to 50°C / 37°C to 0°C T1 varies approximately linearly with temperature at a rate of 1%/°C [5, 6] . I use the percentage of the difference of signal intensities (DiffSI) for the segmentation of thermal changed region. In cryotherapy, Signal intensity increases according to the temperature decreasing in 37~0°C. But after starting freezing, intensity changes on another mode.
The DiffSI mapping for thermal region segmentation from T1-w FSE images consist of these steps as described; 1) Image acquisition; access to buffer; data transfer to research workstation 2) FOV definition to enhance the region of interest 3) Image subtraction and division by baseline image 4) Gaussian filtering for noise reduction 5) Adding segmented probe data 6) Segment using region growing method and Image Opening/Closing
The DiffSI-based method is very fast and sensitive, but suffered from SNR. To segment smooth thermal region, we use low-pass Gaussian filtering and image dilation/erosion for noise reduction.
Most of cases in image guided surgery, the lesion is limited and localized region in the whole image field of view (FOV). I use physician-defined FOV for DiffSI mapping to reduce computation load.
Through those procedure iceball can be segmented, but there are often scattered voxels outside the region due to image noises caused by RF noises, motion of tissues and vessels, and blood flow etc. To cut off the scattered voxels outside of iceball, we use region-growing method for the segmentation. Seed Points for the iceball segmentation must be defined before starting segmentation. But all the therapy regions grow from the tip of the thermal probes (Laser fiber, RF probe, and cryoprobe), hence the definition of the seed points are not difficult task for the interventionalists.
Finally, adding the segmented crytoprobe volumes, thermal region is created ( Fig.1 ).
Predictive Iceball Detection -3D Optical Flow Estimation -
Preliminary study, we use 2D optical flow method using second order derivatives [7] and multi-point based solution with least squares (MPLS) [8] for estimating the growing velocities of therapy region [4] . For the fast prediction of therapy effect during treatment, calculation task must be limited enough to update the prediction information near to realtime. Through the advance of computer architecture, we can use powerful CPU and much memory for image processing and visualization.
Optical Flow
Optical Flow is a mathematical method for estimating the velocity field of voxel motion in the set of images. The gradient-based optical flow constraint equation is described as, (1)). Detailed comparison of those methods appears in [9] .In thermal therapies, the motion of thermal region is diverging (expansion). In the validation on the report [9] , Lucas and Kanade's method [10] produced good result. I use this technique for estimating the velocity of thermal region growing, expanding three-dimensional field. 
Prediction Using 3D Optical Flow Information When the image dataset at timepoint n (t=t(n)) is taken, 3D optical flow information at timepoint n-1 can be calculated using the image datasets at timepoint n, n-1, n-2. Using the DiffSI image and velocity information (DI(x, t(n-1)), v(x, t(n-1))) at timepoint n-1, future image at timepoint n+k (t=t(n+k))is estimated using this constant equation; where ) 1
. On cryotherapy, the intra-operative MR images are taken every 2~3 minutes but of course the timing of image acquisition is varied. In this study, I use 3minutes (180sec) future prediction as the standard length between the timepoint of last image acquisition and the timepoint for prediction. Surgeon can see the iceball on current image dataset and the region on 3minutes future timepoint on every timepoint.
Using these method and thresholding procedure such as auto-segmentation for actual iceball, future iceball is created.
Module for Assessing Therapy
By the development of these key features above, we can take accurate and quantitative iceball information. It is very beneficial to assess the treatment in real time. To validate cryotherapy intra-operatively, we first developed and implemented these modules to the software. − % Target Coverage (%TC) and Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) %TC is the most general and simple assessment for measuring the effect of ablation therapies. On this module for thermal therapies, it shows how much target volume is ablated using target volume as volume A, therapy volume as B. In thermal therapies, %C must be 100% at the end of procedure. If not, it leaves residual survival tumor cells. Fig. 2 . Prediction method for future iceball. At timepoint n, the velocity of growing of iceball at timepoint n-1 is given by 3D optical flow computing. On assumption of velocity constancy, the voxel on x at timepoint n-1 will move to
Fig. 3. Optical Flow Estimation and
Prediction. Left) Optical Flow vector information is overlaid on the iceball at timepoint t-1. Right) Predicted Iceball Region using the vector information is overlaid the glayscale at t+1. The estimation of iceball region looks pretty good.
DSC shows the similarity between 2 volumes by voxel-by-voxel classification on MRI segmentation dataset. It is generally accepted that a value of DSC>0.7 represents excellent agreement [11] The combination of %C DSC shows not only the coverage of target volume by ablation, but also under/over-treatment situation. It is helpful for the treatment validation, including effectiveness and safety [12] . − Alarming module for boundary violation Violation of protected region by iceball, like ablating vessels, functional region in brain, means critical damage for patient. To avoid such life-threaten or residual damages, boundary violation must be checked throughout the treatment thoughtfully.
One of the main objectives of development of prediction module for iceball is estimate the situation of boundary violation priory. − Minimum Ablation Margin In ablation therapy, target must be ablated with some marginal zone to avoid residual tumor cells survival. Therefore, it is important message how much the ablation margin is at least. Minimum Ablation Margin module shows to interventionalists where is the minimum marginal area, that is, where is the weakest ablation area. this software is used, predicted region is larger than current thermal region, hence I use the mesh surface for the predicted region to see the iceball through the mesh. Figure 5 shows some demonstration of the Functions of this system.
System Overviews
Results
Experimental Design
The performance of this system mainly depends on the accuracy of auto/predicted iceball detections and the execution speed. We evaluated the accuracy of the segmentation/prediction with the comparison of the generated volumes to manually segmented iceball data which medical experts created. We use 3 in-vivo pig cryo experimental data to validate the accuracy of iceball detection. The experimental data are performed under the monitoring using 1.5T closed magnet system to have high-resolution datasets for the validation. MR image datasets are taken every 80 second and image acquisition time is 40 second. To evaluate the accuracy of iceball model, we use DSC value with the auto/predicted iceball and manually segmented iceball data by medical experts.
For the assessment of the execution speed, we use several clinical data of cryotherapy and measured the meantime of the execution time.
Results
− Accuracy of auto/predicted iceball detection Table 1 shows the results of the comparison between generated auto/predicted iceball and manually segmented iceball data. This evaluation is carried out using all the iceball image data taken during freezing on each experiment. Pig#1 is the case in which cryoprobes are placed in relatively homogeneous liver tissue and the images have few noises and effects from blood flow. Pig#2 is the case in which cryoprobes are located to vessel-rich part of the liver and the iceball images are strongly affected vessel movement and blood flow. Pig#3 is the case at which cryoprobes are located in heterogeneous tissues, such as liver, muscle, and skin. But, these cases have good DSC values of the comparison with manual segmentation data. It shows the high performance of auto/predicted iceball detection module of this control system. We also checked if the performance of iceball prediction is grater than other methods including 2D optical flow, Uras' method. The system we newly developed has significant improvements in accuracy of the prediction.
− Execution time in clinical environment
We evaluate the performance of the guidance information updating.
This evaluation is done using some of the actual therapy data because the pig data used in accuracy evaluation have higher resolution than ordinal clinical cases. Using 256x256x8~20 voxel slab (256x256resolution, 8~20slices for each timepoint) and 64x64x20FOV for computation region around cryoprobes, all the update is carried out in approx 2.5 sec. Most of clinical cases, it takes about 1 minute for this kind of images on T1-w FSE protocol using 0.5T Interventional MRI. Therefore, this result shows the novel performance of this control system for cryotherapy. 
Discussion and Conclusions
We developed a novel MRI-based monitoring and control system for cryotherapy. The system shows the interventionalists rich visual and quantitative information of the treatment in real-time and provides highly beneficial predicted information regarding the course of the treatment. Two key components of the system provide accurate quantitative iceball information and the 3D visible model. Results of animal experiments were used to demonstrate the good accuracy of the system. Noisy, or heterogeneous cases are The results from using our system during animal cryotherapy experiments indicate the system's value in increasing the therapeutic effectiveness of the ablation and the safety of the procedure. We now improve and evaluate the system performance using 1) several different methods for iceball segmentation, and 2) estimation of more accurate "true" iceball shape from the sets of hand segmentation results for more reliable assessment. We are also attempting to assess its clinical ability in real operation field in direct system connection to MR system.
